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Progress on NIO1 ion source and on energy recover
tests
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The current drive and heating system is fundamental for prolonged tokamak operation, so that development
of adequate Neutral Beam Injectors requires: high current density (>200 A/m2); long operation (1h pulse)
and durability (years); good beam quality[1.,2]. Moreover, if net energy production is required, high energy
efficiency is required, perhaps with some energy recovery system.
As a complement toNeutral BeamTest Facility, Consorzio RFX and INFNdeveloped aNegative IonOptimization-
1 source (NIO1), installed in 2014 and routinely used for daily operation, and several concepts for ion energy
recovery.
NIO1 ion source has 9 beam extraction holes, and is installed on a 2 m long 350 mm diameter vacuum vessel,
with plenty of other ports (CF200 or CF250 size) available for pumps, optical and beam diagnostic (including
Beam Emission Spectroscopy and calorimeters); currently we have two turbopumps (for prolonged H2 oper-
ation, and comparison with other gases) and two cryopumps (for H2 operation with vessel pressure pv < 40
mPa). The source plasma chamber wall (a 0.21 m long 0.1 m diameter cylinder), except for the borosilicate ra-
diofrequency (rf) window, the plasma grid and auxiliary CF16 flanges, is covered by 0.5 mm Mo liners, which
are more durable than a simple Mo covering. Most CF16 flanges are equipped with optical diagnostics, and
we have 3 gas input points. A compact Cs oven was recently attached to the NIO1 lower CF16 flange and is
being commissioned.
The status and time evolution of surfaces, also in relation to Cs coverage[4], during long time plasma discharge
(feasible in NIO1) is of extreme technological importance, and the need to clean or condition the oxide layers
(tungstate or molybdate) is very well known[5]. Conditioning with large H2 pressure in the source ps and
large rf power Pk is being investigated, as a preliminary phase to H− beam production at lower ps ∈ [0.3, 0.8]
Pa. During a typical NIO1 run, for protection, cryopumps are indeed used only after the plasma is turned on
and maintained for a convenient time (1 h), which is about twice the settling time of H− current.
An interesting conditioning effect was noted in NIO1 even before Cs coverage, namely the H− production
of a run was enhanced by a previous run with oxygen[3]. Note that plasma atomic content is continuously
monitored by Source Emission Source, both to exclude that the effect is due to plasma impurities and to mea-
sure the cleaning time of surfaces. Apparent beam divergence (including fluctuation in columns of beamlets)
can be easily observed by lateral cameras, as shown in fig 1.(a). The coextracted electron current is strongly
decreased with increasing filter field (maximum tested strength was 12 mT) , while H− slightly increases, pro-
vided that field straying inside rf driver does not exceed 3 mT. Optimal filter direction was found to be crossed
to extraction grid (EG) field direction.
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Inside diagnostic vessel, part of H− are converted to H0 and to H+, depending on local pressure pv , eventually
enhanced by a gas cell. Traditional approach is to deflect residual H− and H+ by a magnetic field towards
two collectors, respectively biased to voltages −η1Vs and η2Vs, where Vs is the absolute source voltage, η1
and η2 are recovery efficiencies. In our new concept, see Fig. 1.(b), the first is a cup with a ’repel’ electrode
on its end, where H+ and H0 pass through, while H− are driven to cup side wall by their own space charge,
enhanced by the collector deceleration. With Ki the kinetic energy of each H− ion, Ka(z) its average at
a given z, Va = Ka/e the equivalent acceleration voltage and Ib the beam current, the local perveance is
P (z) = |Ib|/V 3/2

a ; the space charge expansion regime is P (z) ≫ 2k0 with k0 = (4ε0/9)(2e/mi)
1/2 a

reference perveance. Exploiting this regime, Va can be greatly reduced at collector zc with two advantages
against the traditional collector (where P (z) ≤ k0): the lost energy fraction Va(zc)/Vs is reduced; secondary
particles are reduced and emitted not in the z direction. On the same beamline, a second collector recovers
H+. After simulations and optimization to trap secondary particles inside cups, a compact collector finalized
for test on NIO1 or other sources was designed and is under construction tender, see Fig. 1.(c).
Design was also discussed for rectangular beam geometries, relevant to MITICA.
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